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ABSTRACT 

In the field of LC-MS based proteomics, increases in sampling depth and proteome coverage have mainly been 
accomplished by rapid advances in mass spectrometer technology. The comprehensiveness and quality of data 
that can be generated do however also depend on the performance provided by nano liquid chromatography 
(nanoLC) separations. Proper selection of reversed-phase separation columns can be of paramount importance to 
provide the MS instrument with peptides at the highest possible concentration and separated at the highest possible 
resolution. As an alternative to traditional packed bed LC column technology that uses beads packed into capillary 
tubing, we present a novel LC column format based on photolithographic definition and Deep Reactive Ion Etching 
(DRIE) into silicon wafers. With a next generation pillar array column (µPAC) designed for universal use in bottom-
up proteomics, the critical dimensions of the stationary phase support structures have been reduced by a factor of 
2 to provide further increases in separation power. To demonstrate the potential for single-shot proteomics 
workflows, we report on a series of optimization and benchmarking experiments where we combine LC separation 
on a new generation of µPAC columns using Vanquish Neo UHPLC with fast Orbitrap Tribrid MS data-dependent 
acquisition (DDA) and High-Field Asymmetric Waveform Ion Mobility Spectrometry (FAIMS). In addition to providing 
superior proteome coverage, robust operation over more than 1 month with a single nanoESI emitter and reduction 
of the column related sample carry over are additional figures of merit that can help improve proteome research 
sensitivity, productivity and standardization. 
 
INTRODUCTION 

Even though the practice of LC-MS based bottom-up proteomics has remained relatively unaltered over the past 

decade, researchers are progressively closing the gap between experimentally identified and theoretically expected 

proteoforms present in complex cell lysates1–3. Key aspects driving this progress are the continuous evolution of 

MS/MS instruments, the coming of age of additional ion mobility separation techniques and the combination with 

LC separation that delivers maximal resolving power and throughput1,4,5. Even though MS/MS instruments have 

evolved to a point where acquisition rates up to 133 Hz can be reached6,7, these developments have struggled to 

materialize similar leaps in proteome coverage depth such as obtained by publications of Thakur et al., Hebert et 

al. and Scheltema et al in  2011, 20148–10. As postulated several years ago by Shishkova et al11, chromatographic 

separation performance is the key but perhaps underappreciated bottleneck limiting the speed and depth of single-

shot proteomic analyses. Improvements in a chromatographic resolution or performance have historically been 

achieved by increasing column length or by decreasing the packing particle diameter12–14. However, reducing the 

particle diameter or extending the column length have a synergistic effect on operating pressures15,16. The pressure 

drop of a column is linearly related to its length and inversely proportional to the square of the particle diameter17. 

As a consequence, current state-of-the art nano LC columns often require ultra-high pressure liquid 
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chromatography (UHPLC) type of LC instruments which can accurately deliver nanoliter per minute flow rates at 

operating pressures up to 1,500 bar.  

To cope with these pressure requirements, alternative formats such as monolithic columns have been introduced 
be it with limited adoption in the field of proteomics18–20. Alternatively, microfabricated pillar array columns (µPAC) 
have been proposed as a new promising technology that can redefine the boundaries of LC performance21. Using 
micromachining techniques rather than slurry packing, both chromatographic performance and column permeability 
can be controlled by design. Similar to the evolution that packed bed column technology has seen in the last 50 
years, we are now on the verge of a new generation of pillar array columns where design specifications have been 
tightened in search of increased separation performance. Schematic drawings of the ‘building’ blocks or unit cells 
used to design different ‘generations’ of pillar array columns are shown in figure S1. The drawings have been 
complemented with transverse SEM images taken of respectively generation 1 (GEN1) and generation 2 (GEN2) 
pillar array column backbones. Whereas GEN1 µPAC had separation channels filled with 5 µm diameter pillars 
positioned in an equilateral triangular grid at a distance of 2.5 µm, pillar diameter and interpillar distance have been 
reduced to respectively 2.5 and 1.25 µm in the GEN2 µPAC columns22. Analogous to observations in packed bed 
columns, reduction of the pillar and inter pillar dimensions by a factor of 2 results in a net gain in separation 
resolution of 1.4 in half the analysis time (increase in productivity by a factor of 3)23. This increase in performance 
comes however at the cost of operating pressure: when scaling down particle (or pillar) dimensions by a factor of 
n and provided that column cross section and length are kept constant, the back pressure required to operate a 
column at its optimal flow rate will increase by a factor of n3. The transition from generation 1 to generation 2 will 
therefore result in an increase in back pressure by a factor of 8. 
 
To investigate potential benefits of this new µPAC design for nanoLC-MS applications, we report on an extensive 

benchmarking series where we coupled prototype second generation micro pillar array columns to the latest 

generation of tribrid MS systems, a Field Asymmetric Waveform Ion Mobility Spectrometry (FAIMS) pro interface 

and a next-generation low-flow UHPLC system (Vanquish Neo UHPLC). As the goal of this study was to explore 

how deep we could dive into conventional bottom-up proteomics samples derived from complex cell lysates, we 

first executed a limited set of instrument optimization experiments before starting the actual benchmarking study. 

Such experiments are commonly performed with highly validated mammalian protein digest standards and provide 

unbiased data on instrument performance. Results achieved in benchmarking studies (which were performed under 

ideal sample loading and composition conditions) do however often differ from what can be achieved with 

biologically relevant samples and fail to provide information on day-to-day robustness and throughput. The current 

study aims to address these matters by providing additional data on performance over time, column related sample 

carry over and validation of results by implementing the workflow for the analysis of a synthetic library of cross-

linked peptides24.  

 

RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

MS settings optimization 

Previous studies have already demonstrated the benefits of performing systematic optimization of MS settings 

when operating orbitrap based mass analyzers in either collision induced dissociation (CID) or higher energy 

collision dissociation (HCD)-DDA acquisition modes 25–28. The settings resulting in the highest identification rates 

depend to a large extent on the availability of precursor ions and therefore vary with chromatographic performance, 

sample loading conditions and ionization efficiency. As this is an entirely new LC-MS/MS setup combining the 

recently introduced Vanquish Neo UHPLC, a second-generation prototype µPAC nanoLC column and an orbitrap 

Eclipse Tribrid MS equipped with a FAIMS Pro interface, we deemed it was mandatory to get a proper view on the 

optimal MS settings for different workflow demands before starting benchmarking experiments. To cover a broad 

operation range, three different gradient length and sample loading combinations were defined. The effect of 

maximum injection time in the (linear) ion trap (MIT) and dynamic exclusion time (DET) were evaluated while 

keeping all other MS and LC settings constant (Figure 1). Short gradients produce sharper peaks and generate 

higher relative detection responses, which reduces the amount of sample material needed to continuously trigger 
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MS/MS events. As no significant impact was anticipated by loading micrograms of sample material, a short method 

with relatively low sample loads (10 min gradient / 50 ng of HeLa cell digest) was used to optimize settings for high 

throughput analyses where high sensitivity is needed. Separation performance (peak capacity) can be increased 

by extending the LC solvent gradient, but this will result in a reduction of the relative concentration at which peptides 

elute29–31. As a result, the concentration of low abundant peptides will drop below the limit needed to trigger MS/MS 

and more material has to be loaded to convert increased LC separation performance into an increase in ID’s. A 

routine method with standard sample loads (60 min gradient / 1 µg of HeLa cell digest) was used to cover typical 

nanoLC-MS bottom-up proteomics conditions and a long method with high sample loads (180 min gradient / 3 µg 

of HeLa cell digest) was used to explore deeper proteome coverage. 

 

Figure 1: Impact of MS settings on identification rate – throughput (10 min gradient) versus routine (60 min gradient) and 
comprehensive (180 min gradient) (A-C): Impact of maximum injection time (MIT) in the ion trap, (D-F): ): Impact of dynamic 
exclusion time (DET). Red = Protein Groups, Blue = Peptide Groups, Grey = PSMs. 

In order to get the highest possible scan speed, the instrument was operated in high-low mode where the ion trap 
(IT) rather than the orbitrap (OT) is used for MS2 spectrum acquisition. Theoretically, operating the Orbitrap Eclipse 
in OT-IT mode with ion trap speed set at Turbo rate and covering a scan width of 1200 m/z allows an approximate 
MS scanning rate of 45 Hz 11,32,33. Due to time spent for MS1 scans we could achieve MS2 scan rates of up to 35 
Hz with our DDA methods, and this for all three conditions tested during LC-MS/MS optimization (Figure S2). The 
highest scan rates where consistently achieved at low MIT values, where ion accumulation times do not exceed 
MS/MS scan duration and associated overhead time. A stable MS2 scan speed of 35 Hz is observed up to MIT of 
15 ms, which is in line with earlier reports where optimal MIT settings have been evaluated for a range of m/z 
ranges and ion trap speed settings32. MIT of approximately 15 ms also appeared to be the sweet spot in our 
analyses (Figure 1A-C). When MIT is increased above 15 ms, a linear decline in MS scanning speed with 
concomitant decrease in absolute identification numbers is observed. This highlights the importance of MS scan 
speed towards maximizing feature detection. Even though MS2 scanning speed was improved further, injection 
times below 15 ms did not result in higher MS2 identification rates nor absolute identification numbers. By collecting 
fewer ions for MS/MS, overall spectral quality deteriorates. Optimal MIT settings appear to be near the inflection 
point where the MS is still scanning as fast as possible, yet producing MS spectra with the highest possible quality. 

DET is another indispensable setting in DDA acquisition mode. It enables the rejection of high abundant (and often 

‘broader’ eluting) peptides from redundant sampling and fragmentation. Redundant sampling typically results in 

higher absolute PSM numbers but lower overall peptide and protein identifications. Time spent on the fragmentation 

of a peptide that has been already sampled reduces the time that can be spent to find new ones. This is observed 
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when low DET values were evaluated. The optimal DET setting typically depends on the elution width of high to 

medium abundant peptides impacted by the LC column performance and gradient length34. Even though we found 

that DET settings only affect MS scanning rates to a very limited extent, a significant impact on absolute 

identification numbers was observed (Figure 1 D-F). The optimum DET setting is directly related to the observed 

peak width and therefore can be gauged by plotting peak width distributions for a certain separation condition. 

Rather than FWHM, chromatographic peak widths obtained at 10 or 13.5% of the peak maximum (4σ) need to be 

used to deduct proper DET values. This is clearly illustrated in figure S3, where peak width distributions (4σ) have 

been visualized for all three conditions. Below the optimum DET value, identifications are lost due to redundant 

sampling. Above the optimum, identifications are lost because the MS instrument is running out of precursors and 

not using up all available speed. 

Even though the absolute sample load is significantly different, the concentration distribution at which peptides are 

presented to the MS is not that divergent. With median PSM intensities between 0.5 and 1.5 x 106 (Figure S4), 

optimal MIT settings were found to be quite similar for all three LC methods. As expected, optimal DET settings do 

however shift with increased peak width, leading to higher optimal values for longer gradients and higher sample 

loads. Based on the comprehensive results obtained during this optimization, we defined a set of optimal MS 

settings for the subsequent benchmarking experiment (Table S1). 

LC conditions optimization 

As from the first reports on the characteristics of nanoelectrospray, great potential has been anticipated for the 

combination of low liquid flow rates with ESI-MS35. The current supplied by electrospray is proportional to the square 

root of the flow rate36. Therefore, the liquid is ejected by electrospray at higher charge densities at low flow rates. 

This typically results in higher ionization efficiency of analytes and improves detection sensitivity. Increases in 

detection sensitivity have proven to be of key importance in the pursuit of comprehensive proteome 

characterization. Improvements in the field have typically been achieved by increasing the depth to which precursor 

molecules could be sampled. In search of improved detection sensitivity for limited sample amounts, the 

implementation of ultra-low flow (ULF) ESI-MS has seen quite a revival in the last few years. Major progress has 

been documented when ULF (flow rates below 100 nL/min) was combined with ESI-MS 20,37–41. Robust and routine 

operation at these low flow rates is however not straightforward and often required highly specialized LC systems 

or customized pre-column flow splitting configurations. The importance of accurate flow rate control and gradient 

formation precision can not be underestimated for practical implementations as these parameters define 

quantitation accuracy to a large extent. Operating columns at low flow rates typically comes at the cost of increased 

analysis and overhead time. In order to restrict the impact on total analysis time and at the same time ensure good 

chromatographic performance, it is crucial to align LC column dimensions with the desired flow rate range. The 

prototype µPAC column has a reduced cross-section (equivalent to a packed bed column with ID of 60 µm) and a 

total column volume of approximately 1,5 µL. This holds great potential for operation at flow rates lower than 300 

nL/min. To find the sweet spot for comprehensive proteome analysis, we evaluated the effect of decreased LC flow 

rate on chromatographic performance and proteome coverage. The recently introduced Vanquish Neo UHPLC 

system allows setting the flow from 1 nL/min up to 100 µL/min with 1 nL/min increments and running gradients at 

typical nano/cap/micro LC flow rates as well as ULF without flow splitting or hardware changes. This is enabled by 

active flow control and multipoint flow calibration that do not require re-adjustment or re-calibration during the LC 

usage. The wide flow range LC capabilities and low gradient delay volume together with system operation at 

constant maximum pressure specified for the column (400 bar) during the sample loading and column equilibration 

reduced the overhead time and made it possible to run gradients starting from 50 nL/min. Keeping all settings other 

than flow rate constant, we systematically compared the metrics obtained for a 180 min gradient separation (1 µg 

HeLa digest sample on column). Base peak chromatograms obtained at flow rates ranging from 50 to 300 nL/min 

demonstrate the impact of flow rate on the peptide elution start (Figure 2 C-H). Whereas the first peptides elute at 

approximately 6 min at 300 nL/min, operation at 50 nL/min postpones elution by a factor of 6. Even though the 

actual elution window in which digested protein material elutes was similar for all flow rates tested (180 min), a 

significant increase in absolute signal intensity was observed when reducing flow rate. 
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Figure 2: Impact of flow rate on identification rate, chromatographic performance, elution profile and signal intensity. (A):ID’s as a 
function of flow rate, Red = Protein Groups, Blue = Peptide Groups, Grey = PSMs., (B): FWHM (Blue) and Mean PSM intensity (Red) 
as a function of flow rate, (C-H): Base Peak Chromatogram comparison / elution window for different flow rates. 

This was confirmed when comparing mean PSM intensities obtained at different flow rates. Surprisingly, the 

increase in ionization efficiency did not result in improved proteome coverage. On the contrary, optimal proteome 

coverage (protein group IDs) was obtained at a flow rate of approximately 200 nL/min where a compromise between 

chromatographic performance (FWHM in figure 2B) and ionization efficiency (mean PSM intensity in figure 2B) was 

achieved. The increased ionization efficiency observed at low flow rates does however suggest that another cycle 

of MS settings optimization might have been needed to explore the full potential of ULF LC ESI MS on this column. 

We did not pursue low flow rate operation any further as the current evaluation was aimed at finding a balance 

between MS utilization time, sensitivity for typical bottom-up proteomics sample loads (250 - 2000 ng), and 

separation quality. 

Column benchmarking 

After optimization of a confined set of LC and MS parameters, we performed a comprehensive benchmarking 

experiment to evaluate the column’s applicability for a range of LC gradient settings aimed at maximizing the output 

for single-shot DDA proteomics experiments. The prototype µPAC column was benchmarked against an integrated 

emitter packed bed nanoLC column with sub 2 µm fully porous particles. As peptide elution profiles and observed 

FWHM values were found to be comparable for both chromatographic set-ups (Figure S5), optimized settings for 

the µPAC column were also used for the packed bed column. 

When applying a short 10 min gradient (Figure 3a), designed for increased throughput, low sample amounts or 
intermediate LC-MS quality control, over 2600 proteins could repeatedly be identified from 100 ng of HeLa digest. 
A significant increase in both peptide and protein group identifications was observed when comparing pillar array 
and packed bed column.  
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Figure 3: Proteome coverage (protein and peptide Group ID’s) obtained for different gradient lengths and sample loads during the 
extensive benchmarking experiment. Four different methods are tested, the GEN2 pillar array column (blue) is compared to a 
packed bed column (Yellow). Unique PSMs are plotted as a function of elution time to the right. A-B: 10 min gradient separation, 3 
CV FAIMS method, 10-100 ng HeLa digest sample, C-D: 60 min gradient separation, 3 CV FAIMS method, 250-2000 ng HeLa digest 
sample, E-F: 120 min gradient separation, 3 CV FAIMS method, 250-2000 ng HeLa digest sample, G-H: 180 min gradient separation, 
4 CV FAIMS method, 250-2000 ng HeLa digest sample  

Even though processed results did not reveal a significant impact of raw chromatographic performance (median 
FWHM of peptides – Figure S5), 20-30% more protein groups and 40-60% more peptide groups could be identified 
when using the pillar array format. When plotting the amount of unique PSMs versus retention time (Figure 3B), a 
clear trend is revealed with additional unique ID’s towards the end of the gradient. These data suggest that the 
morphology of this column technology has an impact on the elution behavior of hydrophobic peptide species. We 
hypothesize that the use of superficially porous rather than fully porous chromatographic media promotes elution 
and prevents persistent adsorption of analytes from and to the chromatographic support material. Additional data 
that confirm this statement are provided later on when evaluating sample carry over and analyzing cross-linked 
peptides on both LC column formats. It should be noted that we have focused here on the evaluation of fast gradient 
performance for low sample amounts without optimizing MS utilization. These methods are not optimal when 
efficient instrument occupation is of primary interest.  
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As opposed to the high throughput method described above, more efficient MS utilization can be achieved when 
using longer solvent gradients (75% for 60 , 86% for 120 and 90% for 180 min). Protein identification rates observed 
for short gradients (approx. 250 protein group ID’s per min gradient) do not endure and attenuate according to 
gradient length. This can be attributed to the fact that the first proteins to be identified from a complex mixture are 
high abundant ones that can be picked up relatively easily. Further increase in proteomic depth progressively 
becomes more challenging as undiscovered proteins are of ever decreasing abundance. This is clearly illustrated 
in Figure S6, where the abundancies of proteins uniquely discovered by extending gradient length or sample load 
have been compared to those shared with shorter analyses. The relative increase in protein ID’s attenuates with 
increasing gradient length, reaching an averaged maximum of close to 8100 protein groups identified out of 2 µg 
of HeLa digest sample (Figure 3C, E, G). Again, consistently more features were identified when using the pillar 
array as compared to the packed bed column. Even though the relative increase in ID’s was smaller as compared 
to the high throughput method (3-6% on the protein group level, 6-19% on the peptide group level), unique hits 
were again predominantly originating from later eluting peptide species (Figure 3D, F, G), confirming earlier 
observations. 

Carry over study 

In many cases, very few or no intermediate washes are performed between runs. So researchers struggle to 

understand whether sample material is transferred from one analysis to another. Those who do run blank or 

intermediate wash runs often assume that a single blank injection is sufficient to clear persistent sample material, 

without actually acquiring or analyzing MS/MS data. In practice, these assumptions can have a serious impact on 

results and affect the outcome of a study. The newly introduced Vanquish Neo UHPLC enabled an unbiased 

investigation of LC column related sample carry over, as after each injection and in parallel to the peptide separation 

step, the autosampler executes stringent system washing cycles with a high volume of organic solvent to wash the 

needle outside and the complete injection fluidics path including needle inside. To assess LC column related sample 

carry over, blank injections (pure sample solvent -1% ACN in 0.1% FA – analyzed using a 15 min gradient QC 

method) were included in the benchmarking series. By running these blank methods immediately after each sample 

concentration, we intend to quantify how sample carry over relates to the amount of protein digest loaded onto the 

column during the analytical run. Figure 4A shows the number of protein groups identified from blank runs for both 

column set-ups. Up to a sample load of 1 µg, no protein groups were identified from the blank injections on the 

µPAC prototype, as there were too few spectra present for FDR assessment in Percolator (200 peptides required)42. 

This however does not mean there is absolutely no sample carry over, which is illustrated in Figure S7, where 

basepeak chromatograms obtained for blank runs after each sample concentration are compared. Even after 

loading 250 ng of HeLa digest, well-defined peaks are present in the basepeak chromatograms for both column 

types. Traces obtained after similar sample loads are however much lower in intensity when comparing column 

types More data is provided by analyzing results obtained for consecutive washes (n=2) that have been performed 

after 100 ng HeLa QC runs. Using a fixed value validator for FDR assessment, apQuant areas obtained for the top 

50 most abundant peptides have been compared (Figure 4 C-D). Wash runs immediately after the analytical run 

(1st wash) still show up quite some quantifiable signals for both columns, respectively 43 and 46 out of 50 peptides 

were quantified on pillar array and packed bed respectively. There is however a significant difference when 

analyzing data from the 2nd wash run. Respectively 5 and 19 peptides were quantified in the 2nd wash. This 

indicates that additional column washes are needed to remove persistent peptide material when using LC columns 

packed with fully porous silica materials. As mentioned before when discussing the impact of stationary phase 

support morphology on peptide elution, we believe this is a result of the intrinsic difference in interaction surface 

between both column types. This consistently results in decreased carry over related identifications on the µPAC 

column, 3-4 times less on the peptide group and 2-3 times less on the protein group level. In addition to providing 

comprehensive data on LC column type related sample carry over, these data also clearly identify the LC column 

rather than the LC autosampler as a major source of cross-contamination in the current LC-MS set-up. 

Implementation of blank runs in between biologically relevant samples should be considered best practice, even 

though it affects sample throughput and decreases instrument productivity. As an example, incorporation of a single 

column wash after each analytical run reduces instrument productivity from 75 to 55, from 86 to 71 and from 90 to 

78% for 60, 120 and 180 min gradient analyses respectively. In the case an additional wash is needed to get rid of 

adsorbed sample material, productivity decreases even further to 43, 60 and 69%. The impact of carry over on 
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global analysis time should not be neglected, proper selection of LC and column hardware can save time and 

increase throughput. 

 

Figure 4: Comparison of sample carry over obtained after increasing sample loads. Blank wash runs immediately after each 
concentration have been analyzed. Comparison of GEN2 pillar array (blue) to packed bed column (yellow). A: Number of protein 
group ID’s, B: Relative percentage of carry over on the peptide group level, C-D: Comparison of apQuant area obtained for top 50 
most abundant HeLa peptides, 100 ng QC run is compared to results from a first and a second wash, (C = GEN2 pillar array column, 
D = packed bed column)   

Cross-linking experiments 

In addition to providing a transparent LC column performance comparison for standardized HeLa digest samples, 

we performed a limited set of experiments with cross-linked peptide samples. During the last decade cross-linking 

mass spectrometry was established as a potent technique to investigate protein-protein interaction networks as 

well as in the field of structural proteomics. This technique, including a wide variety of applications was already 

described in several excellent reviews (e.g. 43–45). Briefly, two amino acid residues are covalently connected by 

application of the cross-linker reagent, followed by proteomic sample preparation, and yielding two interconnected 

peptides for detection by mass spectrometry. Depending on the used linker type, cross-linkers can target amines 

(lysines), sulfhydryl groups (cysteines), carboxylic acids (glutamic- or aspartic-acid) or they can form radical species 

reactive to any amino acid. The broad variety of linker-types, acquisition techniques as well as data analysis 
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algorithms makes it difficult to find an optimal workflow for a specific protein system. To alleviate this issue, we 

previously developed a synthetic peptide library based on sequences of the Cas9 protein24. The peptides contain 

exactly one targeted (i.e. lysine) amino acid for cross-linking. They were mixed into groups that were separately 

cross-linked, followed by quenching and pooling to a single peptide-library. This system allows an exact FDR 

calculation as only interpeptide connections within a group are possible. Furthermore, the maximal theoretical 

cross-link number is known (426 unique combinations), which allows estimating the efficiency of a detection 

workflow based on the reached identification numbers. Such a synthetic library, in combination with the linker 

reagent ureido-4,4-dibutyricacidbis(hydroxysuccinimide) ester (DSBU), therefore represents an ideal 

benchmarking tool for the comparison of two different chromatographic setups, as done in this study. 

Figure 5: Benchmarking of GEN2 pillar array column vs packed bed column using a DSBU cross-linked synthetic peptide library. 

A: Number of unique cross-links identified on 1% estimated FDR level and real FDR printed above. B: Number of cross-linked 

peptides exclusively identified with either pillar array or packed bed chromatographic setup vs retention time in on representative 

replicate, summed to 10 min windows. C: Number of identified cross-linked peptides (CSMs) and its relative abundance based on 

LFQ. A and C: All values represent average values (n=3) with error bars depicting standard deviations. 

The number of identified unique cross-links, as well as the number of cross-link spectrum matches, is reproducibly 

boosted when using the pillar array column setup compared to the packed bed setup (Figure 5 A, C). The number 

of identifications decreases upon increasing background of linear peptides present in the sample, which is likely 

not only a result of increased sample complexity but also of decreased amounts of cross-linked peptides present 

in spiked samples (i.e. 1µg XL-peptides without spiking vs. 200 ng XL peptides + 800 ng tryptic HeLa peptides in 

1:5 spiked sample). Of note, the advantage of the pillar array over packed bed increases in complex sample 

mixtures. On average, we observed a boost in cross-link IDs of ~29 % without spiking but of 37% and 59% upon 

1:1 and 1:5 spiking respectively. In line with ID numbers also the relative abundance of cross-linked peptides is 

increased in the pillar array setup for all three test samples. The average real FDR rate is close to the expected 1 

% in all sample types and is independent of the used column, highlighting the quality of the obtained data and a 

properly working target decoy-based FDR approach using MS Annika. As shown in Figure 5B and in line with the 

results obtained using different sample loads and gradient lengths (Figure 3B), we observed most of the extra CSM 

identifications with the µPAC column at high retention times. This could indicate fewer losses of larger species 

which are expected predominant among cross-linked peptides as two peptides are connected. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Data compiled in this manuscript provide a transparent perspective on the benefits that next-generation µPAC 

technology can bring to nanoLC-MS proteomics workflows. By combining this technology with the latest innovations 

in LC-MS/MS instrumentation, significant improvements in proteome coverage can be obtained with high 
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reproducibility, robust operation and minimal sample carry over. Improvements in chromatographic performance 

were achieved by reducing pillar diameter and interpillar distance by a factor of 2, resulting in separation channels 

filled with 2.5 µm diameter at an interpillar distance of 1.25 µm. As opposed to packed bed columns with integrated 

emitter tips, LC column and ESI emitter lifetime can be detached, providing a potentially more sustainable LC-MS 

solution without compromising separation performance. After optimization of a confined set of MS and LC 

parameters, systematically higher proteome coverage could be obtained as compared to pulled-tip packed bed 

nanoLC columns. Compared to earlier nanoLC µPAC generations, separation channel cross-sections have also 

been further reduced, making both low flow nanoLC and fast gradient operation more attractive. Low delay volumes 

help to reduce the impact of loading and equilibration on total analysis times, hereby increasing instrument 

productivity. 

For short gradients (10 min) and limited sample amounts (10-100 ng of cell lysate digest), the impact on proteome 

coverage was found to be most pronounced, with gains in proteome coverage between 20 and 30% on the protein 

group level. When extending gradient lengths to (60, 120 and 180 min) and injecting sample amounts typically 

encountered in the analysis of whole cell lysates (250-2000 ng) increases in coverage were less distinct, producing 

an increase in proteome coverage between 3 and 6% on the protein group level. The highest proteome coverage 

was obtained with an optimized 180 min gradient separation where 2 µg of HeLa cell digest was injected, resulting 

in an average number of identified protein groups of 8280. To verify that these findings were not biased by 

instrument performance, a limited set of experiments was conducted on a second µPAC column immediately after 

disconnecting the packed bed column. Similar performance as observed on the first column was confirmed and an 

immediate boost in identifications obtained from QC runs was observed. 

Comparison of peptide elution behavior revealed that a larger portion of uniquely identified peptides was acquired 

at later eluting times, suggesting that the intrinsic difference in surface morphology (superficially porous versus fully 

porous) produces better distribution of peptides across the solvent gradient. These differences in surface 

morphology are also thought to be the main contributor to the reduced sample carry over that was observed in the 

current experiments. Column-related carry over could be reduced by a factor of 2-3 by switching from fully porous 

packed bed to superficially porous microfabricated column types. In-depth investigation of carry over revealed that 

at least 2 wash cycles were needed to wash away highly abundant peptides on traditional fully porous silica based 

LC columns. Conversely, only a single wash cycle was sufficient when operating µPAC columns, hereby providing 

better quality data at increased instrument productivity.  

Even though benchmarking studies and LC-MS/MS instrument optimization are typically performed with highly 

validated mammalian protein digest standards, results are often interpreted as deceiving by application scientists 

as experiments are performed under ideal sample loading and composition conditions. To confirm results obtained 

in the benchmarking study, both column types were subsequently used in the analysis of a DSBU crosslinked 

synthetic library. When using the µPAC column, 29 to 59 more unique crosslinked peptides could be identified at 

a true FDR of 1-2%, providing additional proof for the general applicability of the next-generation µPAC technology 

in a range of nanoLC-MS proteomics workflows. 

 

SUPPORTING INFORMATION 

The Supporting Information is available free of charge and includes: 

- Experimental section covering (1) sample preparation, (2) LC-MS set-up, (3) FAIMS settings selection, (4) 

MS acquisition settings,(5) Data analysis 

- Results section on performance consistency evaluation 

- Design, scanning electron micrographs and performance specifications of GEN1 and GEN2 pillar array 

columns 

- MS settings optimization, effect of MIT and DET on MS2 scan and identification rate 

- Comparsion of the effect of 3 versus 4 FAIMS compensation voltages on proteome coverage 

- Table with LC, MS and FAIMS settings used for final benchmark study 
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- Systematic comparison of PSM intensity, FWHM, datapoints per peak and quantitation accuracy for 

different sample loads and gradient lengths 

- FWHM comparison between packed bed and µPAC GEN 2 column 

- apQuant peak area distribution comparison for unique versus shared proteins, 180 min gradient 

separation is compared to combined 60 and 120 min gradient separations  

- Basepeak chromatograms obtained for blank injections immediately after increasing sample loads. 

- Protein group identifcation numbers obtained for QC runs throughout the entire experiment 
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